
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

 

1. Why do we have to register at IMU Portal?  

 A candidate has to register at IMU Portal for getting admission to: 

i. Various UG Programmes (BTech, BSc, DNS) of IMU Campuses & its 

Affiliated Institutes. 

ii. Various PG Programmes (MTech, MBA, MSc) 

Candidates can apply only through online mode. The links for applying online 

will be made available in the Admissions Page of IMU Website at 

https://imu.edu.in 

 

The portal for Research Programmes (Ph.D./ MS By Research) of IMU 

Campuses will be released separately approximately in End-October / 

November.   

2. When can we register at IMU Registration Portal?  

 Applications Registration commenced on 29th July 2021 for UG and PG 

Programmes and is available till 12th Sep 2021. 

Research programs as mentioned earlier may be registered from End-

October/Mid-November. 

  

     

  

  

  

3. Whether the Entrance Test will be conducted in Online mode or Offline mode? 

 The CET has been cancelled due to administrative reasons. The ranks will be 

awarded on normalized 12th marks for UG courses while on the basis of merit 

of UG marks for PG courses  

4. Is there any concession/relaxation for SC/ST Category Candidates? 

 Yes. There is a concession in Application Registration Fees, Age Criteria and in 

educational eligibility criteria for SC/ST Category Candidates (Please refer 

Academic/Admission Brochure available at : https://imu.edu.in).  

https://imu.edu.in/


5. I have completed my SSLC (10th Std) in CBSE Board and my results are in 

CGPA pattern. How can I convert CGPA to percentage in order to complete the 

Online Application? 

 Multiply the Grade Point by 9.5 in order to get the equivalent percentage 

marks. For example, if your CGPA is 8, then the equivalent percentage marks 

will be 8 x 9.5, that is 76%.  

6. I have appeared for 12th Std Board Exam in 2021 and my results are not yet 

declared.  How can I complete “Academic Details” in Online Application Form? 

   

You can register by selecting ‘Results Awaited’ option for 12th Std Results. 

However, Results Awaited candidates of UG Programmes will be considered 

only for Feb DNS batch 2022 subject to their getting eligible marks. They will 

not be considered for the current Aug 2021 Batch admissions.  

 

7. I have completed 12th Std in Distance Education mode through NIOS. Am I 

eligible to apply for admissions to IMU? 

 Yes. NIOS passed candidates are eligible to apply.  They should have passed 

all the subjects of 12th Std through NIOS and not in multiple Boards.  

 

The students who have completed 12th Std Examinations conducted by 

unrecognized Boards, which are classified as Fake Board by Ministry of 

Education, are not eligible to apply for admissions to IMU Programmes. Such 

candidates, even if they apply, will later face cancellation of their candidature 

without any fees refund. The list of Qualifying Examinations / Boards, for 

admission to UG Programmes is given in the Academic Brochure.  

8. As on which date will the Age Criteria be determined? If I do not fulfill the same 

due to few days will I be considered? 

 Age Criteria will be determined as on course-start date or as mentioned in the 

Academic Brochure of that year. It is 11.10.2021 for August 2021 batch. If the 

Candidate does not fulfill the Age requirement, they will not be considered for 



admission. Request for consideration of relaxation in age will not be 

entertained. 

9 I forgot my User ID/ Password for my login in the IMU Registration Portal. Is 

there any way to recover the same?  

 

 Yes. There is an option of Forgot Password, using which the password can be 

reset. 

10. Whether rounding-off of the percentage of marks of Physics, Chemistry, Maths, 

English, etc are allowed, while filling up of the online application? 

 No. Rounding-off is not permitted. For example, 59.6% will not be rounded to 

60%, 59.66 should not be rounded off to 59.67, 59.6666666 should be entered 

as 59.66 only and not 59.67. Hence the candidates are to enter marks in 

individual subjects exact upto two decimal places only. 

 

It may also be noted that the calculation of PCM Average will be done by first 

converting the marks secured in individual subjects to percentage marks and 

then the PCM average will be calculated. The concept of Total Marks secured 

in  PCM / Total Marks for PCM  is not applicable.   

11. I made a mistake in name/ DOB/Marks while filling the application form and I 

had successfully submitted the application. Is there any way to correct the 

mistake? 

 Once the Application Form is successfully submitted, there is no way to correct 

the errors committed during entry. Hence the candidate has to apply afresh 

with correct details using new email id and mobile number.  

The marks can be edited by logging in and changing, only once. There are 

some fields activated for editing. Only those fields can be edited only once. 

12. How do I know I have submitted the application successfully? 

 

 After the Basic Registration, the online Detailed Application Form consists of 

four  parts, namely- entering Personal Details, Academic Details, Documents 

Upload and making online Payment towards Application Registration Fee.  



Candidate has to complete all these parts and then submit the completed 

application. Then a candidate Dash Board will appear, from which he/she can 

download a copy of  the filled-in application form for reference and record. 

13. I have applied for UG BTech, BSc, DNS) Programme.  Whether I am 

automatically eligible for BBA Programme also? 

 No. Candidate has to apply separately for UG (BTech, BSc, DNS) Programme 

and BBA Programme with requisite fees, if they desire to apply for both. They 

are two different Application Forms (Different portals). Registration for BBA 

program for this year 2021 are already over. 

14. Is it mandatory to submit the hard copy of filled-in application to IMU?  

 NO. The hard copy of the application is not required to be sent to IMU. Any 

hard copy sent to IMU will not be accepted.  

15. Will there be any Entrance Test for UG (BTech, BSc, DNS) Programmes? 

 Refer question 3. 

16. Can I upload my Digi-Locker class 12 result? 

 When the marks are required to be entered in the online application form, that 
has to be filled online. When Certificates are required to be uploaded through 

the Portal, then the Digi-locker file can be upload.  

17. Can I submit SC / ST / OBC(NCL) / General-EWS certificate at the time of 

admission since it is being delayed in the Govt. Office? 

 Category Certificate has to be uploaded while filling the Online Application 

Form for Registration, only in the formats as mentioned in academic brochure.   
 

For Gen-EWS/OBC-NCL, the certificates are to be issued on or after 

11.10.2020. 
 

Any format or State-Govt format will not be accepted. Please check the formats 
available in Academic Brochure before registering.  

 

18. If a Candidate has applied   for admission to UG (BTech, BSc, DNS) Programme 

but does not get 60% PCM Average and scored 80% in English, is he eligible 

for admission? 

 No. If the Candidate does not possess the required PCM Average, he will not 

be eligible for admission.   

19. Is there any interview? 



 There is no interview, but Ranked Candidates have to participate in Online 

Counselling for admissions to IMU Campuses.   

20. I have filled more than one Application Form. Which one would be considered?.  

 If both the forms are successfully submitted, then the candidate will be having 

two CET Application Numbers and two Hall Tickets. The system will choose the 

latest one.   

21. Whether any query related to CET will be attended on phone? 

 No, all the queries will be attended through Email only.  Emails are to be sent 

to cet21@imu.ac.in for queries relating to all courses except BBA for which 

the e-mail will be bba21@imu.ac.in. 

22. Where do I clear my doubts related to counselling? 

 The process of counselling is the second step which starts after the results are 

declared in a separate portal. The FAQs of counselling will be given separately 

during counselling in the counselling portal. The doubts related to counselling 

will also be dealt through a separate e-mail id which will be notified later.  

23.  My results are yet not declared. What do I do? 

 Results Awaited candidates of UG Programmes will be considered only for Feb 

DNS batch 2022 subject to their getting eligible marks. They will not be 

considered for the current Aug 2021 Batch admissions. 

All PG candidates may fill average of marks till 5th semester(for 3 year courses 

like BBA) or 7th semester(for 4 year courses like BE), and hence their 

admissions would be provisional.However in case they are not eligible as per 

final result their admission may stand rejected at that stage.  

 

mailto:cet21@imu.ac.in

